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“With technology distilled from its high-end DACs, Chord’s pocket-sized yet 
hugely capable USB headphone amplifier comes in a milled-from-solid aluminium 
case, decorated with colour-coded controls. Battery-powered, all the Mojo’s 
digital processing and DAC functions are implemented in custom code rather 
than with off-the-shelf parts, promising compatibility with LPCM audio up to 
768kHz and DSD up to DSD256. With expansion modules planned to accept SD 

card storage, Wi-Fi capability and a Bluetooth add-on for wireless connection, a better mix of versatility, sound 
quality and sheer value for money has yet to be found.” EISA (Den europæiske sammenslutning af audio/hifi 
fagblade), October 2016. 

Product of the Year 2016 Award. “The Mojo 
continues to set standards others can’t match. It 
offers a huge proportion of the performance of 

Chord’s pricier products at a fraction of the cost. Even at £400 we consider it a 
bargain. An enthusiastic performer that stays refined and superbly balanced. 
Classic, talented and affordable.” What Hi-Fi?, December 2016. 

 

Rated no. 1 in the Amp/DAC category. 

“Superb audio quality. Very portable. Build 

like a tank. Accepts a wide array of 

sampling rates. Full selection of digital inputs.” Head-Fi, February 2017. 

 

 
Best Portable Amp 2016. “The Chord Mojo is probably one of the best portable 
DAC/Amps that I have tested. Tonally, it is leaps and bounds ahead of competing 
units. It is highly listenable, impressively musical, yet detailed, and clear right 
throughout the spectrum. There is hardly a weak spot in the sound reproduction for 
something of this price point.” Headphonics, December 2016. 

 
 

“The Mojo turns good headphones into great ones. Mojo is both a portable upgrade 

and a formidable desktop DAC and amplifier. Sure, its price might be high for 

something seemingly optional, but you only have to buy a Mojo once — it’s compatible with any source or 

headphones you might throw at it, and its supreme sound quality won't go obsolete any time soon.” The Verge, 

August 2016. 

 
“Chord's Mojo is beautifully styled. But it also produced beautiful sound quality 
with all four of the headphones with which I tried it. All I can say is "Wow!" 
Stereophile, February 2016. 

 



“Unsere neue Referenz in der ≤ 1.000 Euro-Klasse. Deutlich teurere Wandler 
müssen sich künftig richtig ins Zeug legen, um ihren Mehrpreis noch zu 

rechtfertigen. Für uns zählt der Chord Mojo zu den besten Produkten des Jahres.” Modern Hifi, 2016. 
 
 

“Exceptional headphone amp and DAC. Outstanding sound. Solid 
build. Chord has managed to distil many of the qualities of the Chord 
Hugo into a device that costs less than a third as much and if you 
are a high-end earphone user, the Mojo is arguably a better choice.” 
HiFi Choice, January 2016.  

 

 
“Highlight. Mit dem Mojo überraschen die Briten noch einmal. Eine High-End-Anlage für 
die Hosentasche. Preis/Leistung: Überragend!”  Stereoplay, Januar 2016. 
 

 
“With fabulous sound quality – big, open and powerful – plus the ability to control and 

drive even the most difficult headphones, Mojo is a DAC that sweeps the floor with all 

else. And you can use it in your hi-fi system too. Fabulous sound, great build quality and 

big illuminated buttons that change colour make Mojo unmissable – as does its low price 

of £399. A wonderful portable DAC and headphone amplifier.” Hifi World, January 2016. 

 

 
“Chord Mojo: Maximum sound quality from a tiny digital converter/headphone amplifier. Mojo will 
get the best sound from your headphones.” CNET, December 2015. 

 

 
“The Chord Mojo is one of the best portable devices I have heard at any price. At 
$600, you get an almost perfect portable amp/DAC that has none of the 
shortcomings typically found in its competitors. The DAC is amongst the best I’ve 

heard under $1500 and the amplifier is able to drive headphones better than most $600 headphone amplifiers 
will. Keep them coming Chord!  This one is a winner and a keeper. Highly recommended!” 
The Headphone Guru, December 2015. 

 

Best DAC/headphone amp 2015. “This a fabulous performer. Informative, subtle and 
dynamic sound. Fine rhythmic drive. Solid build and good finish. At £399, we have to 
conclude that it’s a bargain.” What Hi-Fi?, December 2016. 
 

”Ein digitales Juwel. Überragender Qualität! Der Preis von knapp 600 Euro ist daher 
nicht nur absolut gerechtfertigt, sondern macht den Winzling geradezu zum 

audiophilen Schnäppchen. Yeah, I got my Mojo working!“ Fidelity, December 2015. 

 
“Mojo is a world-class performer, with a sound quality that until now would have cost you 
thousands to achieve.” HiFi+, October 2015.  
 

 


